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Cutoffs 
A few months back, I moved to a 

differenthouse. Now Ill admit 
I'm a bit of apack rat. But it's hard to 
believe the amount of tools and gear 
a person (especially a woodworker) 
can accumulate. 

As I was packing up, I realized I'd 
soon need storage more rugged 
than what I was using. Now, card- 
board boxes are a convenient and 
inexpensive way to store gear. But 
after having the bottom drop out of 
one box and ripping the side on 
another, I realized this wasn't going 
to be a long-term solution. 

So what's the alternative? Well, it 
used to be when people wanted to 
store items or move them kom place 
to place they would use a trunk. 

When you think about it, a trunk 
makes a lot of sense for moving 
equipment. They have corners rein- 
forced with metal, handles on the 
ends to make them easy to pick up, 
and heavy-duty latches to ensure the 
lid won't pop open. 
AU of this got me to thinking about 

making a modem version of an old- 
fashioned trunk. A storage project I 
could drop, slam, bang, slide, pull, 

and even stand on. Something that 
was really built to take i t  And at the 
same time, built to take with you. 

Gear Box - The gear box shown 
on the front cover is just the ticket. 
For starters, this project features 
simple, sturdy, plywood construc- 
tion. Then we '%eefed up" all the cor- 
ners with aluminum angle. 

We also found some interesting 
hardware. The ends of the gear box 
are tilted with recessed, spring- 
loaded handles. And the lid is held 
down with heavy-duty, metal latches. 

Finally, to keep things organized, 
we added a lift-out tray and a bandy, 
pull-out drawer. 

Of course, all of these features add 
up to a great project for storing 
woodworking tools. But it works 
equally well for sports and camping 
equipment, even car cleaning sup 
plies. It's really up to you. 

Whether you're moving your gear 
* 

across the country, across town, or 
across the garage, it's the perfect 
storage solution. 
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Readers' Tips 
Lazy Susan 7001 Caddy 

CORNERP05T 

MAY NEEDTO BE 

SIDE MEW 

LAZY 5 U 5 A N  

1 I needed a way to keep small 
hand tools organized, so I built the 
caddy shown in the photo at right. 
And to make it even more useful, it's 
mounted to a lazy Susan. The lazy 
Susan is sandwiched between a 
hardwood base and a piece of '/4" 
hardboard, as in the drawing above. 

The caddy is made with pegboard 
sides held in grooved corner posts. 

working tips free, 

Sign up to receive 
a free shop tip by 
email every week 

Note: Youll want to make sure the 
holes in the sides line up with each 
other. A 3h"-thi~k bottom screwed to 
the caddy keeps it square. 

To divide the space inside the 
caddy, push 'htldia. dowels through 
the sides. Note: Depending on the 
size of the dowels, you may need to 
enlarge the holes in the sides 
slightly. The e&a length of the 

Tapping For Brass Screws 
1 Brass hardware really stands out 
in a project But nothing's more frus- 
trating than having a soft brass 
screw snap as you drive it home. Or 
chewing up the head of the screw 
with the screwdriver. 

To solve the problem, I set the 
brass screws aside and install steel 
screws of the same size to cut the 

threads for the brass screws. Now, 
the brass screws will go in easily. 

But you can stiu mess up the head 
of a brass screw if you have to 
remove it a few times, like when fit- 
ting hinges. So I wait until the very 
end to install the brass screws. 

Harold Ebbletrap 
Potter, Wisconsin 

dowels makes a great place for 
hanging tools (like the wrenches 
shown in the photo above) on the 
outside of the caddy. Finally, I 
attached a pair of self-adhesive mag- 
netic strips to the outside to hold the 
smallest tools like small driver bits, a 
riffier, or a short, metal rule. 

Donna der Kinderen 
A d e l .  Maine 



A vvfrmrfumtiy u~nustin, TXstores A To clean rouw ulis ariu saw A Jerry Smith of aagiey, IVII ties a 
quarter sheets of sandpaper in CD blades, Gene Loose of RocMord, IL red rag to a C-clamp to make a 
cases. A cutout in the spine makes soaks them for a few minutes in simple warning flag when bringing 
the sheets easy to remove. Oxiclean dissolved in warm water stock home from the lumber yard. 

Dial Indicator Squaring Gauge - ",PI 
After reading the article on using 

dial indicators in ShopNotes No. 68, I 
came up with a simple gauge to 
square up the blade on my table saw. 

I built the gauge from some 3/41'- e thick hardwood scrap. 1t consists of a 
base with a groove cut in it to hold a 
top. Two carriage bolts that act as 
contact points are attached to one 
end of the base. The top of the gauge 
has a hole drilled in it to secure the 
dial indicator. And then the top is 
glued in the groove so that the tip of 
the indicator sticks out past the car- 
riage bolts about I,!?. 

To use the gauge, raise the blade 
to its highest setting and position the 
gauge so that the carriage boltheads 
touch the blade. Then "zero" the 

BASE 

W%4/4" 
CARRIAGE 

ENDWW BOLT 

I 
indicator and move the gauge to the 
other side of the blade, as shown in 
the photo below. If the indicator 
reads zero, the blade is square. If 
not, you11 need to adjust the saw. NOTE: POSITION INDICATOR 

John Green so TIP EXTENDS Y" 
BEYOND CARRIAGE BOLTS 

Royal Oak, Michigan 

.. . 
our printor elecuo~u/public?~o~~s. 

\yell puj. up.to s20ofor atjpwe pub D 
to S/!ophtes,.&@.: I<eatlqs' Tips, 22y 
Grdnd A'vc;, 1)cs Moines, IA 50312.,Or 
FAX i t  to 56282ti741, or senrl us'ar~ 

Pleaso include your name, 'idilrc.;~, 
and dav l i~c :  phoneb11n1b6rin . . 1;. 
L.... . qUcS". --  ' 
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Hold-Down Solutions 
I o n c e  read that the tkst wood- for your Shop mr IO nextto impossible to chop a 

working "tools" were no th i i  mortise or rout the edge of a board 
more than sharp-edged rocks used by early man to without holding the workpiece downin some way. 
fashion simple items out of branches and limbs from Fortunately, today there are all sorts of holddowns on 
trees. If thats true, I'd be willing to bet that the second the market. Whatever your needs might be, chances are 
toolinvented was something to hold the workpiece. that there is a hold-down out there that is just what yon 

Hold-downs may not be the most glamorous tools are looking for. So here's a look at some of the hold- 
around. But they are definitely among the most impor- downs that we use most often in our shop. 

i h c h w  
Dama 

($10.00-$49.00) 
available tiern: 

Lee bliey 
BOD-871-8156 

Garrett Wade 
800-221-2542 

Woodoraft 
800-226-1153 

A good workbench with a vise is the 
heart of any woodworking shop. Its 
invaluable for holding your work 
while routing, planing, sanding, or 
making joints. But depending on the 
size of your workpiece and the task 
at hand, you can't always use a tradi- 
tinnalvise. Thats where these work- 
bench '%elpers" come in. 

Bench Hold-Downs -There are 
many times when I need to hold a 
workpiece down to the top of my 
bench rather than between the jaws 
of a vise. And even if you have a 
workbench with a tail vise and dog 
boles, there are times when the 
workpiece is too long to be damped 
between bench dogs. On these occa- 
sions, I like to use bench bold-downs 
We the ones you see on this page. 

There are several different 

4 Handy Helper. A 
i; bench hold-down 

works like an extra 

designs of bench holddowns. But 
they all work on the same principle, 
more or less. They mount to the top 
of the workbench and have an "arm" 
that reaches out and holdsthe work- 
piece down fvmly. 

Although all bench holddowns do 
the same thing, they go about it in 

hand, holding your 
workpiece down to I 
the top of the bench. h 

different ways. Some are attached to 
the bench with hardware, while 
others simply fit into existlng dog 
holes in the top of the bench. Some 
use threaded screws for the 
clamping pressure, others use cams. 
And one type (lower left photo) 
relies on wedging action alone. You 

A Wedge Action. Striking the top A Screw. This hold-down uses a A Cam. These plastic-bodied hold- 
of this iron hold-down causes it to simpie clamp-type screw to hold downs use a cam-locking device 

C 
wedge against the workpiece. the workpiece down to the bench, to applypressure to the workpiece. 

6 ShopNotes No. 70 



simply place the holddown on top of a your workpiece and strike the top 
mth a mallet to wedge the shaft 
tightly in a dog hole. Another blow 
on the back of the holddown 
releases its grip. 

Wonder Pup - As handy as the 
holddowns are, they're still no sub- 
stitute for holding a workpiece 
between bench dogs. But what if 

your workbench 
doesn't have a tail 
vise? Fortunately, 
you're not out of 
luck. A clever little 
device called the 
Wonder Pup can he 
used on any bench 
with 3h"-dia dog 
holes (see ~ho to  at - 

I 
right). The -wonder 
Pup slips right into a 1 
dog hole. Then the A Wonder Pup. Just Nke a traditional tail vise, the 
handle is tightened Wonder Pup works with a bench dog (see inset 
to clamp the work- photo) to clamp a board on top of your bench 
piece against a round 
bench dog (see inset photo). 

Bench Stop - You don't always 
need to have a workpiece rigidly 
clamped in place to work on it. Jf all 

A Bench Stop. While it doesn't you are doing is sanding or planing 
actually hold the workpiece, a stop the surface of a board, a bench 
is handy for sanding or planing. stop will work fine. This is just a 

small device that is mounted into a 
recess in the top of your bench so 
that it is flush with the surface. 
When you want to use the stop, all 
you have to do is turn a knob and 
the stop pops up to hold your work- 
piece (see photo at left). 

Jigs & Accessories * 
When it comes to hold-downs for 
shopmade jiis, speed and conven- 
ience are usually important issues. I 
want a hold-down that can be tight- 
ened and released quickly and easily. 
I've found that the holddowns best 
suited for this are toggle clamps. 

Toggle clamps are quick-release 
clamos that are available in several 

stop. They're handy for clamping 
assemblies during glue-ups. 

For holding a workpiece down 
to the top of a jig, I use toggle 
clamps like the ones shown in the 
lower right-hand photo. This type 
has an arm that swings down and 
locks in place when you push 
down on the handle. 

sizes and comigwations. In-line You can also buy plastic toggle 
toggle clamps (like the ones shown clamps (see photo at right). These 
in the lower left photo) are used to are a little lighter and less expensive 

($19.95 and $7.50) 
available fwm: 

h h  s t o p  
(about $6.00) 
available from: 

Lee Valley 
800-871-8158 

Woodcraft 
800-225-1153 

Plastic Toggles. These 
tool-friendly plastic toggle 
clamps workjust like /her 
metal counterparts 

I 

hold an object against a fence or than the metal versions. 

TqgBFb 
($8.00-$25.00) 
available from: 

A In-Line. These in-line toggle clamps are perfect for A Overhead. The end of this toggle clamp has a rubber 
holding a door frame in this assembly jig. Each one is "foot" that grips the workpiece without slipping. It can 
capable of applying 300 lbs. of clamping force. be adjusted for different thicknesses of stock. 

Lee Valley 
800-871-8158 

Reid Tool Supply Co. 
800-253-0421 

No. 70 ShopNotes 7 



Table Saw 

rrctPsrs.ues 
W I r f - h  
($35.00 - $45.00) 

available horn: 

Delta 
800-223-7278 

Alumbrum 
Hold-DaM 
($4.00-$6.00) 
available fmm: 

Woodsmith Store 
800-835-5084 

Bench holddowns only have to do 
one thing well - keep the work- 
piece from moving. But when you're 
holding a workpiece down on a table 
saw, you face a different challenge. 
Here, the workpiece has to be held 
firmly against a part of the saw (the 
table, fence, or miter gauge) but still 
be free to move past the saw blade. 

To do this effectively, there are a 
couple of different hold-downs for 
use with table saws. The first type is 
a miter gauge hold-down, like the 
ones in the photos on this page. 

Miter Gauge ~ o l d - ~ o &  - 
Although they look a little diierent 
(the one in the upper photo is for a 
Delta saw and the one in the lower 
photo is for a Sears saw) both these 
holddowns do the same thing. Each 
one has an adjustable clamp that is 
positioned over the workpiece and 
tightened down to bold the board 
fumfy against the miter gauge bar. 
This way, you don't have to worry 
about the workpiece "creeping" 
while you're cutting a miter. 

A Miter Gauge Hold-Down. The clamp screws on this Delta miter gauge 
hold-down are adjustable, allowing you to hoid either narrow or wide 
boards for mitering and crosscutting. 

The Delta holddown has a long 
arm that extends out and allows you 
to psition the clamps several inches 
away from the miter gauge head. 
This is useful if you are working with 
wide boards. The Craftsman hold- 
down is also adjustable, but it doesn't 
have quite as large arange. And both 
holddowns can be quickly removed. 

Although these hold-downs are 
designed to work speciiically with 
Delta and Sears saws, they do work 
with some other saws as well. (But 
it's a good idea to check drst before 
you buy, or at least make sure you 
can return the hold-down if it doesn't @ 
fit your miter gauge.) Another option 
is to make your own miter gauge 

E y& ni& auge won't 
~ t o n 6 0 f t h e t w o h k &  

, d j v m a , q .  The hales 
are ~ 0 r n - d  Qn &e ~ ~ 

k-sidefor&ehdof the 
saewt %@ *,hW 

&wmh.dw&~sna,&mh 
~ ~ b l d d f l m i s  ad&& 

rn 
nall Workoiece Hold-Down. Aithc - 

fdiwed by the ~ O ~ ~ ~ @ f l a @ / ~ d ~ ~ ~  one clamp screw and lacks the capacity 
t8.eSt;rrkaoh(se UJJS $0 your m&r gauge. vers~on, this Sears miter gauge 

accompiishes the same thing. 

t only has 
, of the Delta 
hold-down 
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B P ~ W  
H0!d-t?0~6 

($24.99) 
available from: 

Sears 
800-3777414 

O M  PIrw6 
Woe Clamp 
(about $15.00) 
available from: 

Lee Yailey 
800-871-8158 

Woodsmith 5mre 
800-835-5084 

MI S a m  
($49.99) 

available hom: 

Woodcraft 
800-225-1153 

Drill Press 
Flol(ling work d o w ~  OII a drill plrss Drill Sarcent - i\l~otht.r huld- 

drill press isn't very big, so your 
workpiece hangs off the edge. And m .  
the height of the table often makes it 
difficult to get good leverage on the 
workpiece. Fortunately, there are a 
couple of solutions out there. 

Vise Clamp - The h t  is 
nothing more than a vise clamp 
that is designed to mount to the 
table of your drill press, see photo 
below. A deep jaw opening and a 
swiveling pad on the end of the jaw 
allows it to clamp workpieces of 
various sizes and thicknesses. This 
type of hold-down is especially 
useful when drilling in metal. 

tively new product called the Dr 
Sargent (see photo at tight). TI, 
Drill Sargent is an accessory that 
mounts to the quill of most drill 
presses. It features a spring-loaded 
foot that firmly holds your work- 
piece down to the table of the drill 
press. The foot can be adjusted so 
that it contacts the workpiece just 
before the drill bit enters the 
wood. And you can adjust the ten- 
sion of the spring to give you 
more or less holding power. 

Of course, you can also make your 
own drill press hold-down. For plans, 
see the article on page 10. & 

A DrillSargent. This add-on accessory uses 
a spring-loaded foot to hold down the 
workpiece. The foot automatically lifts as 
you raise the drill bit out of the hole. 

No. 70 ShopNotes 9 



Drill Press 

This simple dm'll A drill press can be one of the 
press accessory simplest tools to use. You just 

has an iron-fited hold the workpiece in place, turn it 
on, and pull down on the handle, grip that can right? Well, its not always that easy. 

"ld down lust If you've ever had to drill a hole 
about any nem the end of a long board, you 

workpiece. know how difficult it is to hold the 
workpiece flat while the other end 
hangs off the drill press table. Or 
maybe you've felt somewhat 
nervous while holding onto a small 

workpiece because your hands 
were just a little too close to the 
drill bit? And how about drilling a 
hole in a dowel or odd-shaped 
workpiece? You get the picture. 
Using a drill press isn't too compli- 
cated, but holding on to the work- 
piece can be a challenge at times. 
Which is why we came up with this 
handy drill press holddown. 

This holddown is really nothing 
more than a hinged arm that 

attaches to the fence of your drill 
press. At h t  glance, it looks like 
one of those devices for crushing 

0 
aluminum cans. And actually it 
works on the same principle - 
leverage. Because the arm ads as a 
lever, it applies a surprising amount 
of force to hold down a workpiece - 
much more than you can get from 
holding a piece by hand. 

Speed - The other thimg that I 
like about this holddown is that it's 

,wels. The convex shape of the bottom of the wall Workpieces. The hold-down easily holds small I) 
hold-down block ailows you to firmly grip dowels or workpieces, allowing you to keep your hands a safe 
other odd-shaped workpieces while drilling holes. distance from the drill bit. 

10 ShopNotes No. 70 



8 cRo% SECTION 

LONG SPACER 

ON END OF ARM 
AFTER GLUE-UP 

so quick and easy to operate. There 
aren't any clamps to tighten or screw 
down. Just lift up the lever arm, slide 
your workpiece into position and 
swing the arm back down. It's great 
when you have a lot of holes to drill. 

If you take a look at Flgure 1, you 
can see that the drill press hold- 
down is made up of three basic parts 
- a lever arm, an adjustable hold- 
down block, and a hinge block. All 
three pieces are made out of %'I- 

thick hardwood. 
Lever Arm -I  started by making 

the lever arm. As you can see in 
F i e  1, the arm is glued up out of 
two halves, with a couple of narrow 
(1/411) spacers in between. Tbis cre- 
ates a slot down the center of the 
arm for the adjustable hold-down 
block that will be added later. 

After gluing up the arm. Irounded 
off the handle end on the band saw 
and sanded it smooth. Then I eased 
the edges slightly with a router to 
create a nice, comfortable grip. 

Hold-Down Block - With the 
lever arm complete, the next step is 
to make the adjustable holddown 
block. This block is glued up out of 
three layers of hardwood. Then I 
mstalled a threaded insert in the top a for ' a star knob that will be used to 
hold the block to the arm. I also 
drilled a hole in the top of the block 

No. 70 

and epoxied a steel pin in place. The 
pin fits in the slot in the arm and pre- 
vents the block from twisting out of 
alignment with the lever arm. 

To complete the holddown block, 
just round off the bottom edge. This 
allows the block to make good con- 
tact with workpieces of all shapes 
and thicknesses. And finally, to pro- 
tect the surface of the workpiece 
from dents or marks, I glued a piece 
of leather to the bottom of the block 

Hinge Block - The last piece to 
make is the h i e  block, and its 
pretty simple. Ifs just a small block 
of wood with chamfered edges all 
along the top. A small hinge is then 

screwed to both the block and the 
end of the lever arm. 

When it comes to mounting the 
hinge block to your drill press fence, 
you have a couple of choices. The 
simplest way is to use knobs and 
threaded inserts, like you see in 
Figure 1. (By installing two sets of 
inserts, you can mount the hold- 
down in a couple of different spots.) 

The other mounting option is to 
use flange bolts and knobs along 
with a T-track installed in the top of 
your drill press fence, as you see in 
the photo below. This gives you a 
little more flexib'ily in positioning 
the hold-down. & 

A T-Track. By mounting the hold-down in a T-track installed on the top of 
your drill press fence, you can quickly position the hold-down anywhere 
it's convenient. Or remove it altogether at a moment's notice. 

ShopNotes 11 



Workbench 
Board Jack 

A workbench with a good vise is The board jack is made up of two 
indispensible for holding main parts. The body is a long, 

workpieces while planing, routing, narrow piece that hangs down from 
or sanding. But at times, a vise alone the top of the workbench. It's held in 
isn't enough to hold the workpiece place by a wing nut and threaded 
securely. In these cases, you need a rod. A notch at the top of the body 
'.elping hand. That's where this allows the board jack to fit around 

~ a r d  jack comes in. It ads as an the front apron of the bench And the 
draperson, holding up the end of a bottom is cut away so the jack rests 
Nng board that is clamped in a face against the stretcher of the bench. 

I 
vlse (see photo at left). Body -As you can see in P i e  

Board Jack - Most board jacks 1, the blank for the body is glued up 
slide back and forth on rails along from two pieces of 3h"-thick stock. 
the front of a workbench. But this Before gluing the pieces together, 
one is designed to mount in one of however, you11 need to cut a groove 
the dog holes alongthe front ofyour in each one to hold a piece of 

I 
bench. Then when you're done threaded rod This rod will be 
using it, you can just remove it and epoxied into place later. Shop Note: 
store it out of the way. The distance between the center of 

Shop Note: This board jack is thisgroove and the front of the blank a 
designed to be used with the work- should be the same as the distance 
bench that appeared in issue No. 65. between the front of your bench top 

I If you are b d d i i  it for a different and the center of the dog holes. 
bench, you may have to make some After gluing up the blank, you can 
modifications to the design. cut a clearance notch at one end for 

m p  SUPPORT BLOCK 
I BLANK 

EPOXY %" - 16 

WASTE 
THREADEDROD 
IN PLACE AfTER 

~pl!,,,,l w 

T 
Non: k; 4 
MAKE BLANK 
EXTRA LONG 

CUT 15- 

FOR SAFE 
(BEVEL 

CUTTING 



the front apron of your workbench 
@ m e  3a). Then a groove is cut * along the front of the blank and a 
piece of T-track is installed ( F i e  
3). This will be used to hold a sup 
port block that is added later. 

Finally, I cut away the hack edge 
of the body. This allows the hoard 
jack to rest against the stretcher of 
the bench. And if you have storage 
under your bench, it also creates 
clearance for any knobs or drawer 
pulls,seephotoatl&Thentheedges 
canberoundedover andthethreaded 
rodcanheeponiedintoplace. 

Support Black - The second 
part of the board jack is just a simple 
block that slides up and down in the 
T-track and supports the end of the 
workpiece. Iike the body, this block 
is also glued up out of two layers of 
%'I-thick stock (Figure 2). A small 
tongue is cut on the hack edge to 
allow it to fit in the T-track. Then a 
hole is drilled through the block for a 
flange bolt. FinallyY the top of the 
block is beveled to keep your work- 
piece from sliding oE a .  

Bench Dog -In addition to the 
board jack, I also came up with a 
simple shopmade bench dog for 
holding round workpieces on top of 
the bench (see box below). & 

.....--. . - aU the'ariy Wougk Mg:$,Ee ! 
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Six Solutions for i. 

Drilling & Driving 
D rilling and driving a screw 

sounds like a simple twostep 
process - just driU a hole, then drive 
the screw in place. But there's a h -  
ally a lot more than that going on. 

Drilling - For starters, the screw 
typically has to join two pieces. To do 
this effectively, a standard wood- 
screw needs to pass through a shank 
hole in the top piece that prevents 
the threads of the screw from grab 
big and causing a gap between the 
two pieces. The head of the screw 
also needs to fit into a countersink so 
it's perfectly flush. 

In the second piece, the threads 
enter a smaller pilot hole that's sized 
to allow the threads to bite and hold 
the two pieces together. 

Complicating this process even 
more are modern woodscrews that 
aren't tapered. Instead they're 
straighter, with a narrower shank 
that matches the root of the screw. 

I know. All this makes drilling and 
driving a screw sound more like a 

TapwedBit Only one 
step is requfred to drill 
and counfersink a hole 
for a typical woodscrew 
when you use a 
countersink set with a I tapered drill bit. 

countersink set with a 
straight bit wiil handle 
modern woodscrews 
with straight shanks that 
match the root diameter 
of the screw. 

multi-step process and a lot of work. 
But it doesn't have to be. hole, and a countersinkin one shot- I prefer Fuller countersinks and 

Countersink Bits - In our shop whether you're using atyp~caltapered use them on just about every project 

I 
we use a set of countersink bits that woodscrew or a more modem wood- I build. Each countersink bit has 
makes drilling a hole for a wood- screw that's straight (If you'd like, three pieces. The first is a tapered 
screw a simple, onestep process. you can even counterbore the hole to (or straight) drill bit that matches 

The countersink bits you see above set the head of either type of screw the size of the screw you're using. So 
allow vou to drill a shank hole. oilot below the surface of the workoiece.) voull need a countersink bit for each 

One of the more interesting products 1% 
run across lately is the brass countersniiP; 
washers shown at &ht. The washers fit 
into counterbores dr ied  in the face of one of the u 
pieces. (Youstill need to dd l  ashank and pilothole for the screw.) 

As you drive the screw in place, the washer transfers the split- 
ting effect nomally created by the bead of the screw. Instead of 
"wedgimg" the wood apart, the force goes straight down, like you 
see in the inset photo atleft. This eliminates any possibility of split- 
 tin^ along the end of the workpiece. For sources, refer to page 35. 

size (#6, #8, etc.) of screw you use. 
Attached to the bit is a counter- 

sink that slides up or down the bit 
Using an Allen wrench, you can lock 
the countersink in any position to 
match the length of the screw. 

Fially, there's a stop collar that 
fits over the countersink and locks 
down in a similar manner. The collar 
limits the depth of the countersink 
so the head of the screw ends up per- 
fectly flush with the surface of the 
workpiece. Or you can adjust it to 
drill a counterbore so you can cover 

* 
the head of the screw with a plug. 
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Countersink bits handle 
most of my drilling needs * with ease. But there m 
some cases where even il 
you have the right driU bit, 
you can't get it where you 
want it because there isn't 
enough clearance. 

Right-Angled Drive - 
In that situation, a right- 
angled drive attachment 
comes in really handy. 

As you can see in the 

fits into the drive which is 
1 photo at right, the drill bit 

mounted to the drill 
chuck. This creates more A Drill at an Angle. A nght-angled drive 
clearance, allowing you to attachment 1s ~nvaluable when you need to dnll 
get to the inside of a or dr~ve a screwln a tight spot 
drawer or cabinet that you 
otherwise couldn't get into. And one last thing. If you've ever 

Removkg Screws - No matter split the end of a workpiece driving in 
how much time you spend preparing that last screw, youll appreciate 
the workpiece and drilling a hole for another new product - countersunk 
the screw, things don't always work brass washers. You can read more - 
out right once you install i t  

Sometimes as you drive the screw 
m, the drive bit slips and messes up *. 
the head of the screw, especially if 
you're working with brass screws. 
The screw is either not in all the way 
or, even if it is, the messed-up head 
just doesn't look very good. 

Iis best to replace the screw with 
a new one, but getting the old one 
out can be a problem. Thais why I 
keep a set of screw removers handy, 
like the Sears set shown in the right 
photo above. 

The remover slips into the chuck 
just like a drill bit But instead of 
driving the remover into the head of 
the screw, you run the drill slowly in 
reverse and apply pressure to the 
head of the screw. The remover 
"digs" into the head and turns the 
screw out with ease, as you can see 
in the inset photo. 

New Products - I've always 
liked using magnetic bit holders 
that hold a screw in place on the 
drive bit when youneed an extra 
hand. But I bought a set the other * day that works better ltun most, To 
learn more about them, take a look 
at the box at right 

A Screw Removers. Remove a 
damagedscrew with ease with a set 
of carbide screw removers. 

There's no secret to successfully 
installing traditional or modern 
woodscrews. The right tools and 
techniques make drilling and driving 
screws into a proiect easier, faster, 

about them in the box on page 14. and more a&&. d 

Magnetic bit holders are nothing new. What's &rent 
abouttheones atrightis thatinstead of asingle mqnetto 
hold both &e drive bit and saew, there are two (see 
drawb&.Amagnetim thebody holdsthe dri~zbitki 
place while a Second "I%$ magnet in the 
extrabotdiagpowerto keepthewwin$a~e.  

Another feature is the two-part ho 
this to ensure the snew ishtUy-seated 
nrpported around the head Fh&> two versions 
are  avrtilable. One (upper photo) has a kt magnet 
at the tip fw Bathead screws and the other 
photo) i s  dished to accept mund 
screws. See Dee 35 for sources. 
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LID 

NOE: 
ALL PARTS ARE 
h" PLYWOOD 

I 
LID 

3 
CASE 
BIDE 

w - D I A ~  
IRE-EARTH 

LID AND 
CAGE ARE 
BUILT A S  ONE 

\ 
APART 6 E E  
OPF'OSL TEAGE) 

As you can see in Figure 1, the gear 
box starts out as a tall plywood box 
Creating the lid is just a matter of 
c u h g  a piece off the top, but you11 
learn more about that later. 

The thing to keel, in mind as you 
size the parts is to cut thefionthack 
(4 and sides (B) I/# wider (taller) to 
account for the saw kerf @gure 1). 

Joinery - Once the parts are 
sized, you can turn your attention to 
the joinery. The sides fit into mbbets 

cut in the ends of the front and back, 
as in F i e s  1 and lc. And grooves 
cut in only the front and back accept 
runners that support the sliding tray 
(Figure la). Fmally, the divider that 
forms the topof the drawer compart- 
ment rests in agroove near thelower 
edge (Figure lb). 

Before you can glue up the case, 
there are a couple things to do. The 
6rst one is to drill a pair of counter- 
bores in the back of the case for a 

NOTE 
BANDSAW OUARD 

cup and magnet that hold the drawer 
closed as you move the case around 
( F i e s  1 and lb). Note: The cups 
are glued in place with epoxy. 

Drawer Opening - The next 
step is to rough cut the opening for 
the drawer in the front of the case. I 
used a band saw to do this, as you 
can see in F i e s  2 and 2a You 
don't need to worry about having a 
nice, straight cut along the top edge 
just yet Trimming this will be easy 
once the case is assembled. 

Assembly - After sizing the 
divider (C), you can glue the case 
together and then complete the 
drawer compartment. Tbis is just a 
matter of adding the spacers (D) and 
the drawer fillers (El that fit flush 
with the inside edge of the drawer - 
opening, as in Figures 1 and lc. 

The fillers also provides support so 
you can trim the rough opening 

CASE smooth using a handheld router and 
FRONT 

\ flush trim bit as in Fwes 3 and 3a 

stepbystep instructions for this. - 
Finally, cut a pair of tray runners 

(F) to size and glue them in place. 
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I 
I 0 ne of the biggest challenges to cuts completely through the longest 

making a lidded box is sides. In the case of the gear box, 
matching the lid to the case. Creating that would be the front and back of 
a smooth, even fit by building two the case, as illustrated in F i e  la 
separate assemblies can be tough. Partially Cut Short Sides - 

So instead of doing that, I used a TRe next step is to lower the saw 
different approach to get a perfect blade so it's slightly less C/ls") than 
match. By building a single tall the thickness of the sides of the case, 
box, you can create the lid simply like you see in Fylres 1 and lb. 
by cutting off the top of the box, as After you make a pass across 
you can see in the photo at right. each short side of the case to 
This ensures that the lid and case "score" them, you'll leave a thin 
will be an exact fit - for any kind web. This web holds the box 
of box you might build. together and prevents the kerf from 

Use the Table Saw - As the pinching against the sawblade. 
photo shows, a table saw makes With the cuts complete, you can 
quick work of cutting the lid from separate the lid from the case by 
the box But there's one s d  making a series of lightpasses with a A Separating a Lid from a Case. After cuffing completely 
problem. If you cut completely utility knife, as shown in F i e  2. IA through the long s~des of the case, lower the saw blade and 
through the box on all four sides, the he-toothed saw will also work.) 'kcore"the short srdes to almost separate the lid from t h e m e  
kerf tends to pinch around the saw Remove Waste - After cutting 
blade during the last cut through the web holding the lid and cleaning those up. You can see this @ Cut Through Long Sides - To case together, you may notice a little illustratedin F i e  3. 
prevent this, it's a good idea to not ridge along the inside edges of both Fin*, sand the edges smooth, 

!! 
cut completely through all four pieces. The utility knife and a wide making sure to keep the edges 
sides. Instead, make the 6rst two piece of scrap make quick work of straight and square. & 

I 
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Lid Top, Bottom, & Trlm 
At this point, you're ready to start 
beekg up the gear box to make it 
stand up to rugged use. In. Figure 4 
you can see that this Involves adding 
aluminum angle to sbengthen and 
protect the exposed corners along 
with some heavy-duty hardware. 

Latch & Handle Recesses - 
To create a low profle, the latches 
and handles (refer to page 23) for 
the gear box fit into recesses. For the 
handles in the sides ofthe case, you 
can simply lay out the openings and 
rout the recesses, as in F i e  5. 

But the twopart latches require a 
recess in both the lid and case. To 
ensure a good fit, i ts  best to clamp I%"ANGLES 

the pieces together and then rootthe ARE WTHICK 

recess, as shown in F i e  5a B ' 
V2" Lid Top & Bottom - Once the AN 

recesses are routed, you can turn 
your attention to the top and bottom 
of the gear box The lid fop and w$% 
bottom ((2 start out as identical V z "  
plywood panels, as in F i e  4. To 
orovide an "overhane" around the - 
outside faces of the gear box thefre 
l/z" wider and longer than the box. 

To help reinforce the corners of 
the top and bottom, I added some 
Brner protectors made 6-om alu- 
ninum angle. (For more onworking 
aith aluminum, see opposite page.) 

The protectors fit into notches cut 
in the comers of the lid top and 

bottom, as in Figures 6 and 6a After 
screwing the corner protectom in 
place, I used a chamfer bit to ease the 
top edge. And after gluing on a set of 
l/4Il plywoodfootpads (W), I screwed 
the bottom in place F i e  4). 

Before adding the top, I glued a 
'/n" plywood lid liner (1) to the 

underside. The liner serves two PUP 
i 

poses. Fit, it "beefs up" the top. 
And second, it forms a rabbet that 
provides a strong gluing joint 

Now youcan screw the aluminum 
angles to the corners of the lid and 
case, as shown in Figure 4. 

Lid Stop - Next, you'll need to 
make up some lid stop (I) for the 
inside of the case. The stop creates a 
lip around the opening, aligdng the 
lid when it is closed. The s t o ~  is cut 
from 1/4l1 plywood thats been 
rounded over along the top edge. 
Each piece is mitered to length and 
then glued in place. 

you can set the lid in place 
and add the latches, handles, 
and hinges (refer to page 23). 
%ally, to hold the lid uptight, 
you can add the lid stays 
shown in F I e  4. Note: To 
position the top end of each 
stay properly, youll need to 
glue small wood spacers to 
the inside ofthe lid. 
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Working wi., , 
Alu_minum -I b 
lsed aluminum angle to protect 

A the  corners of the gear h x h r  sev- 
eral reasons. Fht, it's readily avail- 
able at most home centers and it's rel- 
atively inexpensive. And to top it 0% it 
just plain makes a project look great 

Cutting, Drilliig, & Routing - 
The nice thing about working with 
aluminum is that it isn't all that dif- 
ferent than working with wood. 

The W s e t  of photos below shows 
two of the most important things to 
keep in mind. Whenever you cut or 
shape aluminum, be sure to use car- 
bide-tipped cutting tools. And as with 
any workpiece, back it up with an a- 
diary fence or support block 

Finishing Touches - Once you 
have all the aluminum angle cut, 
installed, and routed, the next step is 
to add the f i n i s h i  touches to make 
the aluminum angle look nice. One 

of the first t h i i  to do is grab a mill 
file and smooth the cut and routed 
edges to remove any mill marks, as 
in the lower left photo below. 

When you've completed the filing, 
you're ready for the h a l  clean up. 
And that starts with removing all the 
inevitablescratches and scuffmarks 
that it often has when you buy it from 
the home center - not to mention 
those that result as you work with i t  

To create a clean, smooth surface, 
you can sand the aluminum, working 
from 100-grit sandpaper up to 220. 
grit. Then for a nice, soft sheen, buff 
each piece with an abrasive pad. 

One tlung you may notice is that 
every time you touch the aluminum, it 
leaves a fingerprint behind. So to keep A Alumhum Angle. Ord~naryaluminum angle 
it all looking nice, wipe all the surfaces re~nforces the corners of the gear box Besides 
down with mineral spirits. Then spray protecttng them from wear and tear, the 
on a coat of clear lacquer. & alum~num angle provides a str~king look 

A Cutfing, DrlIng, &Routing. An auxiiiary fenceanached the holes sor the screws. Here again. a support  bloc^ 
to your miter gauge supports the workpiece when prevents the softmeta!from "breaking" out the backside 
making a cut with a carbide-tipped saw blade. After of the angle. Once the angle is installed, the edge can 
you've cut all the pieces to length, drfil and countersink be shaped by routing with a carbide-tipped router bii, 

I I __I 
Finsh~ng Twches. To smooth the cut edges of the smooth usingprogresslvely finer grits of sand paper: 

a l u k  angie (and flush the ends with case and Aher buffing thesurfaces wim a gray (WO) nylon pad, 
lid), use a miM file. Once that's complete, you can wipe down the aluminum withmineraispirits fhenspray 
remove the ~luminum angle and sand the surfaces on a couple coats of clear lacquer forprotection. 
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. An alumnum strip 
and a couple 

spacers make a 
funct~onal handle 
for the drawer of 

the gear box 

Drawer & Tray- 
A heavy-duty gear box isn't of much 
use if you can't k d  what you need. 
So to keep things sorted and close at 
hand, I added the drawer and sliding 
tray shown in F i e s  7 and 8. 

DRAWER 
The drawer is easy to build. Adrawer 
/i'ont/back (K) are connected to apair 
of drawersides (L) using atongue and 
dado joint (Figure 7a). Be sure to 
allow for a %6" gap around the top 
nd sides when sizing the parts. 

Once the front, back, and sides of 
the drawer are sized, you can cut a 
groove near the bottom edge for the 
'/4" plywood drawer bottom (M). 

There are a few more things to do 
before assembling the drawer. One 
is to install a pair of washers in coun- 
terbores in the back of the drawer. 
The magnets installed earlier in the 
case "grab" the washers and keep 
the drawer in place as the gear box is 
moved around (F~gures 7 and 7b). 

The second thing to do is drill a 
set of large counterbores in the front 
to create space for your fingers when 
the aluminum pulls are added. 
%allv. to make the one drawer look 

'ner. An 
alum~num angle 

recessed into each 
corner beefs up 
the sliding tray 

%"WASHER FITS 
,,-IN COUyTRBORE 

<w 
L r L U G  

DRAWER 

Z%e" x 13)W- L., PLYWOOD) 

like two, I cut a shallow kerf in the TRAY center of the drawer front. 
After assembling the drawer, aflat The sliding tray shown in Figure 8 a ' 

piece of aluminum and a couple sits on the supports installed in the 
spacers form each of the shopmade case earlier. The tray is a great place 
pulls. You can see this in F i e  7 to store frequently used items. 
and the u n ~ e r  margin ohoto. Buildine the trav is eaw. Its iust a 

TRAY SIDE 
13'' x 16" - 

'/z PLYWOOD) 
P 

pair of ends (N) that M in& rab 
bets cut in the tray sides (0). The 
dimensions for this joinery are 
detailedin Figure l c  on page 18. Here 
again, a groove in all the pieces holds 
the tray bottom (PI, as in Figure &. 

To create a low-profile handle 
from a flat piece of aluminum, I cut a 
shallow notch in the top edge of the 
tray ends and then formed a circular 
arc, like you see in F i e  8a. 

After gluing up the tray, I added a 
set of aluminum angles to the cor- 
ners. Like the lid and base of the 
gear box, the angles are recessed 
into the corners, as illustrated in 
Figure 8b. Once the angles are 
screwed in place, you can ease the 
top and bottom edges of the tray by 
routing a %6" chamfer. 

Storage Option - To protect 
some of your tools and add more 
storage, check out the box at the 

* 
bottom of the opposite page. 
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Hardware 
The rugged construction of the 
gear box deserves hardware to 
match (see photo at right). For 
heavy-duty hardware, I turned to a 
mail-order supplier - Reid Tool 
Supply. Reid has a wide variety of 
hardware and tools. Refer to page 
35 for contact information. 

Low Profile - What I like about 
both pieces of hardware is the low- 
protile design. S ice  they're almost 
flush with the surface, they won't get 
in your way or catch on anything. 

To create the low profile, you11 
need to provide a recess in the 
project for them. But that shouldn't 
be a problem as long as the material 
is at least %" thick. 

Handle -The handle has a built- 
in 90" stop (see inset photo) and it's 
spring-loaded. So the bail of the 

Like the handle, the latch is also 
spring-loaded. Only this time it 
serves a different purpose. With a 
simple twist of the wing, the 

handle retracts to the recessed posi- is the 'bving" that folds down flaC like s p r i g  ensures that the liddraws 
tion once you release i t  you see in the inset photo. Once you down tight against the case, even 

Latches - What makes the have the wing Epped up, releasing if the two parts of the latch are * latches shown in the photo low profie the latch takes just a half turn. slightly misaligned.& 

To add e u s t o a  @amgetofhe gear 
boz and protect hots YOU dm? want 
"banging mmd insick, tzdre a lookat 
these handy h ldem for sto- tools 
inside the lid offbe box. 

TooI Holders -Each holder &as- 
kmkdfora specitktool and swewed 

. . .  . ~ ~ 

to&* *ee:ptfthe iis~,as~ap&: ' ,B*$ to keep~th%&*&,sop- 
see in W phi.tos,pow. s ~ q . @ m & ~ ~ , ~ ~ $ ~ ~ &  

~ .&%a:~e~ in&ice ,&emi r r~s .  ~&:- 
ccwpie SBWM B I O ~ ~ S  ~ t h  k f i b m a .  - ~W'M 
made ikl zllmiwm (see upw i& ~~~ -L . 'b .  
inset). The saxHaade6 are held&,&& blbuhui place- %m,Eagla@ &*- 
i n a W v * r t ; g h b e &  ne$h&as@thr.&&gi _ - :: 



Catz'tfind yozir 
table satc riizder all 
the clutter? Here's 

ea 

~u're like me, the top of your 
--.e saw also doubles as a 

storage place for featherboards, 
push sticks, tape measures, and any 
other table saw accessory you can 
think of. Aside from the cluttered 
look, this also means whenever you 
want to cut a wide workpiece, you 
have to clear everything off the top 
of the saw first That's why we came 
up with the project you see here. 

This storage drawer was designed 
with two goals in mind. First, it gives 

you a place to style table saw. It can't be 
put all the stuff that used on acahimetsm 
would otherwise sit on There are two main parts to 
the top of your table saw. this project - the case and the 
And second, it makes drawer. The case is just a long, 
good use of the space underneath narrow box that hangs down from 
your table saw - space that might the extension wing. And the drawer 
otherwise go unused. fits right into the case. I used %" ply- 

But there's one other nice feature wood for all of the parts of the case 
about this project. You can start and drawer, except for the drawer 
building it in the morning and be bottom, false front, and cleats. 
usingitby sundown. ShopNote:This Size -Before you begin building, 
drawer is designed for a contractor- it's a good idea to take a few meas- 

urements of your table saw. I sized 
my drawer and case to fit beneath 
the wing of a Delta contractor's saw. 
This made the inside dimension of 
the drawer about gNwide, which isn't 
quite big enough to hold a 10" saw 
blade. But I didn't want to make it 
any wider because it would stick out 
past the wing and I would be 

bumping into it constantly. 
Case - Once you've 

determined the overall 
dimensions of your drawer 
case, you can start cutting 
the pieces to size. Youll 
need a case top and bottom 

A Installing the Case, The case is suspended from brackets (A) and two case sides (Bj. 
that are bolted to the underside of the extension wing. The case sides are joined 
Mounting cleats on top of the case fit over the brackets. to the top and bottom with 
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the air inside the case to escape 

simple tongue and groove joints, as @ 
shown in F i e  1. 

Once you've hished the joinery, 
you can glue the pieces together. 
Then all you have to do is cut a case 
back (CJ to fit in the opening at one 

BACK end and glue it in place. Emally, I ((s 1a.1 \ 
drilled a 1"-dia. hole in the bottom of 
the case, near the back. This allows OUTSIDE 

BRACKET 
i 

when vou slide the drawer in. - 
MO-king the Case -The case is a- 

suspended from the underside of the 
extension wing with some shop 
made hrackets (see drawing in 
margin at right). The brackets are 
bolted to the sides of the extension 
wing. Then a pair of cleats is used to 
attach the case to the brackets. 

The hrackets are made out of 
aluminum angle stock The two 
inside brackets have a small lip on 
the bottom. But the outer hrackets 
are simply flat. The brackets can 
then be bolted to the underside of 
the extension wing. Shop Note: Most 
table saw wings have predrilled 
holes along both edges. If yours 
doesn't, you'll need to drill a couple 
of holes along the outer edge. 

Mounting Cleats - With the 
brackets in place, the next step is 
to make the mounting cleats (DJ. 
These are no th i i  more than a 
couple of pieces of 3/a"-thick hard- 
wood. To determine the length of 
the cleats, just measure the dis  

tance between the brackets and 
subtract '/a'' for clearance. (I made 
my cleats g5h" long.) 

After the cleats are cut to size, 
you11 need to cut a small rabbet on 
one end of each cleat, as you see in 
Fignre lb. This rabbet allows the 
cleat to fit over the lip on the bracket. 

7he cleats are simply screwed to 
the top of the case so that they will 
line up with the hrackets. And 
make sure to position the cleats l/a1I 

in from the outer side of the case, 
as shown in Figure la 

To mount the case to the saw, just 
slip the cleats over the lips on the 
inside brackets. Then swing the case 

W - J 
DRAWER FRONT 

6 
DRAWER SlDE 

(2%'' x 24") 

N m :  FALSE FRONT 
15 %"-THICK HARDWOOD. 
DRAWER BOTTOM 
15W HARDBOARD. 
ALL DTHER PARTS ARE 
%" PLYWOOD 

FALSE FRONT 
(4" x 1V) HANDLE 

SlDE 
(*' x 26") 

up into position and drive a screw 
through the two outer brackets and 
into the end of each cleat The 
photos on the opposite page show 
you how it's done. 

Drawer - Once. you've got the 
case completed, making the drawer 
is really a piece of cake. Ifs nothing 
more than an open, shallow, plywood 
box with a false front The drawer is 
simply sized to fit in the opening in 
the case. And aside from the handle. 
there aren't any other hardware 
pieces to worry about BRACKET 

I made the drawer by cuthg the 
fmt and back (EJ and sides (F) to 
size from lh" plywood (Figure 2). 
After cutting dadoes on the ends of 
the drawer sides, you can cut P 
tongues on the ends of the drawer 
front and hack to fit @gure 2a). MOUMM- 
Then all the pieces canbegrooved to & ! ~ ~ , " ~ ~ N ; ; ; ~ ,  
hold a hardboard bottom (GJ. 

After the drawer is assembled, 
you can cut the false front (H) to 
size out of 3h1'-thick hardwood. I 
rounded over the outside edges of 
this piece and then attached it to the 
front of the drawer with four wood- 
screws. Finally, a handle is added to 
the iront to complete the drawer. 

After mounting the drawer to my 
table saw, I started a g  it up. For 
a relatively small project, it's 
amazing just how much stuff you 
can fit inside this drawer. & 
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hen it comes to buying 
Dower tools. it's all too easv W 

to thinir that bigger is bet&. 
Especially if you're adding to your 
existing tools or replacing an old 
one. But is bigger really better? 

Not always. There's one tool that I 
use all the time. It isn't big and it's 
not flashy or loud. In fact, it's a tool 
most woodworkers wouldn't asso- 
ciate with woodworkmg at all. 

The tool I'mtalking about is atrim 
router, or laminate trimmu, like the 
one shown in the photo above. 

In my shop, I spend a lot of time 
routing small roundovers, cham 
fers, and doing other small detail 
work on projects. So wielding a 

large, heavy router all the time 
doesn't make much sense. 

As you can see in the margin 
photo on the opposite page, a trim 
router shares features similar to a 
full-size router. But unlike a typical 
router that weighs in at 8 lbs. or so, a 
trim router tops out at about half that 

And since a trim router is smaller 
and weighs less, it's easy to hold and 
use with one hand. That's something 
I wouldn't try with my full-size router. 

Worried about power? Don't be. 
Although most trim routers put out 
less than 1 hp., they still have more 
than enough power to handle basic 
chores. And the smaller motor m s  
quieter, so it's less annoying when 

A Height Aausbnent. You'll spend a lo. -. ... . - ,  

you have to use it for extended 
periods. (I still wear my ear protec- 
tion any time I'm routing.) 

Price & Availability - Another 
nice thing about trim routers is their 
price. Many of the basic models run 8 
just over $100. (Refer to page 35 for 
mail-order sources.) 

But before you head to the store 
to pick one up, you'll want to con- 
sider afew features that can make or 
break a trim router. 

Height Adjustment - As with 
any router, youll spend afair amount 
of time adjustingthe height of the bit 
So it's a good idea to decide what's 
important - speed or accuracy: 

With trim routers, you're not 
likely to get both in the same 
package. In most trim routers, what 
youll iind is an accurate height 
adjustment that's controlled by a 
thumbscrew (see far left photo). 

After loosening the lock knob, you 
, turn a thumbscrew to raise or lower 
1 the motor housing. Its somewhat slow 

if you need to make a large change, 
but you can't beat the accuracy. 

On the other hand, some trim 
routers feature a quick-release lever 
like the one shown in the near left a 

7 the height of the photo. After releasing the lever, you - 
bit. So you need to decide if you want the accuracy of a thumbscrew simply slide the motor housing in or 
adjustment (left photo) or the speed of a quick-release lever (right photo). out to get the desired bit setting. It's 
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- . !he Base. ( .. -. . . . . ,. .. .. bit or collet almost 
always requires removal of the base. A tool-free, quick-release lever minimizes 
the hassle, unlike a trim router that requires a screwdriver: 

quick but you do sacrifice the fine 
control you get with a thumbscrew. 

Base Removal - Adjusting the 
height of the bit is one thing. But the 
ease with which you can change bits 
is also important Especially if you 
swap router bits in and out &ly often. 

Ks easier to change the router bit if 
you remove the base. And you can't 
even change the hit in some trim 
routers unless the base is removed. 

Since you're not womed about @ accuracy here, g e m  the base on 
and off quickly is best And as you 
might expect, a quick-release lever, 
like the one shown in the left photo 
above, is the simplest way to do this. 

If yon don't change bits all that 
often, a base that requires a tool (like 
the screwdriver shown in the right 
photo above) works fine. But it can 
be a hassle at times. 

Changing Bib - Once the base 
is off, changinga bit is pretty similar 
to a fdl-size router. Everything's 
just a little smaller. 

Here agah, there are a few dii- 
ferent ways to change the bit But 
typically they all revolve around two 
basic systems - a sihgle wrench 
along with a spindle lock, or two 
matchg  wrenches. 

The nice thing about a spindle 
lock is there's only one wrench to 
keep track of, as you can see in the 
left photo below. But when it 
comes to changing the bit, the 
small size of a trim router is a dis- 
advantage -there just isn't much 
to hold on to for leverage. 

That's why I prefer a twowrench 
system for changing bits. (You can 
see an example of this in the center 
photo below.) I find it easier to get the 
leverage I need with two wrenches. 

A variation of the two-wrench 
system is shown in the photo at the 
lower right You still use one of the 
wrenches on the collef but the 
second wrench slips into the top of 
the tsim router like a key and holds 
the shaft to prevent it from spinning. 

aL. A Bit Chanoes L~ke some full-s~ze routers. trim wren 
. - 
can be easier I - 

routers that use a single wench with a spindle lock wren&, are usedat the c 
are common (leftphoto). But trim routers with dual one slips into the top of the 

housing 

o use, whether both 
ollet (centerphoto) or 
router (~gh t  photo). 
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Once you have a trim router in your 
shop, you'll find yourself reaching 
for it for all sorts of routing tasks. As 
a matter of fact, I use mine with just 
about any '/a"&. shank router bit 
that will fit through the opening in the 
base of my trim router. 

Cuts - Rounduver,,Vgroove, small 
cove, straight, and beading bits are 
all fair game. The only thing to keep 
in mind is that a trim router isn' I 
designed for deep, heavy cuts. So it? BaseAttac. .. . ... . . . . attachment 
best to make multiple passes when shown on the Makita trim router 
using some router bits. works with the tilting base to rout 

Alternate Ease - One unique chamfers with a straight bit. 
thing about the Makita trim router 
shown in the left photo above is the project is easy with router bits that 
tilting base that comes standard with have bearings. But that doesn't 
the tool. It also has an attachment mean you can't use other types of 
that serves as an edge guide, hand router bits in a trim router. 
grip, and dust chute. Fitted with the To use a bitwithout a bearing, you 
tilting base, it allows you to use a can set up your own straightedge, or 
sbight bit to rout a chamfer as use the edge guide accessory that 
shown in the photo. comes with most trim routers. You 

Edge Guide - Routing a profile can see one in the right photo 
along the edge of a workpiece or above being used with a straight bit 

*4*yoU'tlrn& as you 
Wound hr a hiin router i$ the ?@ 
$seat bases that are avaiiable for 
& me (see &otos). fn most 
-the bases come packaged 

Two offheoptional bases y d  run 1 ~ m s m n m h a n d ~ ~ ~ u d o ~  A I of binate work %e offset-__ 
&hmer base lets vou rout to withim 

A Edge . 1st trim routers 
come with an edge guide accessory 
that makes it easy to trim edging 
flush without using a flush trim bit. 

to trim solid wood edging flush 
with a plywood shelf. 

Hinge Mortising - Finally, one of 
the uses I b d  a trim router perfect 
for is routing mortises for hinges. Its 
small size and great visibility make 
the task quick, easy, and accurate. 

To h d  out more about how I rout 
hinge mortises, check out the article 
on the opposite page. B O 

w ofawrdl or corner. It wotksmt when &tin my shorthe tilting base seesadif- 
pUare d o i i  in-place Tambating for cow- ferenEuse.And that"sto"cpeate'newmuter 
Wtops, or Wed to scribe along the back bit pro&. When the base tilts, it changes 
&efor it perfect fit A d  if you do a b t  of the orienttioh of the bit rdative to the 
b i n a t e  work where you need to form wwkpiece. This means you can form dlf- 

ss" butt joints* the undemribe ferent profileswith thesamebit 
baseistheperfaaaccessorg. As I mentioned, most of these bases 

Base - For me, the tilting come packaged as skit But some manufac- 
in fhe photo at far right, is turers offer the bases individually. Unless 

. . 
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Routing a I 
n * Hinge Mortise 

0 ne of the things I use my trim 
router for most often is routing 

out the mortise for ahinge. Sure, you 
can use a full-size router, or even 
chisel it out by hand, but I6nd a trim 
routerto be faster and more accurate. 

Layout - Regardless of the tool 
you use to remove the waste, the drst 
step is the same -lay out the location 
of the mortise, as shown in Step 1. 

Rout - Once thats complete, 
you're ready to remove the waste 
(Step 2). The key to this is the depth 
of cut. What you're looking for here 
is that the depth of the mortise pro 
vides the desired clearance bekveen 

the door and the 
cabimet In most 
cases. the deuth 
of each mortik wilt match the thick- 
ness of the hinge leaf. 

After routing away most of the 
waste you pn clean up the edges with 
a chisel, as in Step 3. Then rout the 
mortise for the other half of the hinge 
and clean it up (Steps 4 and 5) .& 

1 To locate and size the mortise, A support block helps prevent 
lay the hinge in place and then 2 ch~pout along the edges of the 

score around the outside edges mortise as you use a trim router to 
with a sharp utility knife. remove most of the waste. 

A Mortising a Hinge. 7i;e smali size and 
exce!!ent visb:'%y cfa trim rimtiter make it tlie perfect 
choice for muting the m3rfise for a hinge. 

*3~ ~~ - 

To . - the I .  .. eon the cab- 4. ,-.. ., - .. .. . . .-Liter makes 
clean up the mortise with a met, wedge the door in position of removing most of 

chisel. The score marks made ear- and then transfer the location from the waste. Then you can simply 
lief help guide the chisel. the door to the cabinet post. clean up the mortise with a chisel. 
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I you hear the words 
astic laminate," it's hard 

not to immediately think of kitchen 
DEEkzy or bathroom countertops. But plastic 

- 'j larninate has a lot of other uses out- 
side of the kitchen and bath. In 
fact, we use it all the time 
around here for shop projects 
and jigs. Why? Well, because it 
has a lot of things going for it. 

For one thing, plastic lami- 
nate is durable. Once it's glued 
down to a suitable substrate, it 
creates a hard, impervious 
surface that resists water and 
much of the normal wear and 
tear that is encountered in a 
shop environment. 

Laminate is also smooth. so 
it makes an ideal surface for jigs 

or tables where you don't want a lot - 1 
BROWN 

of friction. It doesn't warp or 
PAPER LAYERS expand and contract like wood 

(FOUR LAYERS SHOWN) does. And M y ,  laminate is rela- 
tively inexpensive. 

How It's Made -Plastic laminate 
is actually made up of two main 
ingredients -plastic and paper, see 

margin at left Several layers of 
brown paper (the kind used in gro 
cery sacks) are saturated with phe 
nolic resins and laminated together 
along with a top layer of highquality, 
decorative paper. m e  decorative 
paper is the color or "pattern" that 
you see on the surface.) These 
layers are fused together under heat 
and pressure. Before the sheet has 
completely hardened, a metal plate is 
used to add a texture to the surface. 

Once the laminate has cooled, the 
back of the sheet is sanded with 
coarse sandpaper. This gives the 
laminate some 'Tooth" so it will hold 
adhesive better. Finally, the sheets 
are trimmed to size. 

- 
combmation blade, you'll get better 
results using a blade that's specs- 
cally designed for cutting laminate. 
A iiiplechip blade (see detail in 
Figure 1) has a tooth pattern thats 
designed to prevent chipping the 
surface of plastic laminate. 

But there's one problem you 
might encounter when cutting lami- 
nate on a table saw. Because the lam- 
inate is so thin, it tends to slip under- 
neath the rip fence, where it can get 
wedged in place. Butthere's a simple 
way to prevent this. Just clamp a 
piece of aluminum angle to your rip 
fence, as you see in F i r e  1. 

Narrow Pieces -Cutting narrow 
pieces of laminate Oike strips for the 

UWB URMIWATE 
edges of countertops) can be a little 
trickv on the table saw. For this ioh. I 

Using plastic laminate isn't difficult 
Tbere are just three basic steps - 
cutting, gluing, and trimming. 

Cutting - There are several ways 
to cut plastic laminate. When I'm 
working with full-size sheets, I 
prefer using the table saw. 
Although you can get by using a 

. , 
often use a pair of tin snips, see 
photo in margin on opposite page. 
The tin snips make a nice, clean cut. 
The trick is to not close the jaws of 
the tin snips all the way as you cut 
the laminate. Instead, just take small 
"nibbles" and move the snips for- 

a 
ward after each one. If you close the 
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jaws completely, the laminate is 
likely to crack from the stress. 

@ usually, 1 at my laminate over- 
size and flush trim it after it has been 
glued down to the substrate. But one 
thiig I've learned is to cut the lami- 
nate so its just slightly larger than 
the substrate. (I try to cut my lami- 
nate so that it overhangs the sub 
strate by about 1/4" on all sides.) 
Youll have to be a little more careful 
about positioning the laminate as 
you glue it down, but it you'll get a 
cleaner edge when it comes time to 
trim the laminate flush. 

Gluing - Once you've cut the 
laminate, the next step is to glue it 
down. Contact cement is the best 
adhesive for this job. The thiig to 
remember when using it is that 
once you put the two pieces 
together, they're stuck. So I always 
position the laminate by supporting 
it on narrow strips of wood, asshown 
in the photo on the opposite page. 
The you can remove the strips one 
at a time, smoothing the laminate 
down as you go along. 

If you're going to be laminating 
both the face and edges of a work- 
piece m e  a countertop) it pays to 
follow a specific procedure. I startby 

doing the edges 6rst This way, the 
laminate on the face of the work- 
piece will overlap thelaminate on the 
edges, making the joint line less 
noticeable. Also, items that get 
dragged across the top of the work- 
surface will be less likely to catch on 
the edge and pull the laminate loose. 

Trimming - The k a l  step in 
applying laminate is trimming it 
flush with a router. This is a fairly 
simple process. To trim the edges, I 
use a straight, flush-trim bit, like you 

see in Figures 2 and 2a. 
After all the edges have been lam- 

inated and limmed, you can move I 
onto the face of the workpiece. After A Narrow Strips. Tin 
gluing the laminate down, I use a sn~ps work great for 
special type of chamfer bit to trim it cuttlng narrow strlps 
flush, see Figures 3 and 3a This bit or odd shapes of 
has a shallower angle than an ordi- plastic Iarn~nate 
nary chamfer bit. So it trims the lam- 
inate flush and at the same time 
softens the edge by creating a slight 
beveL This leaves you with a profes- 
sional-looking joint line. 

J . . . , . .  ~ = . 
6'hstjc mt$ &s be@ aro 
iar- decade but inetaf lamin 
are relative& new 
nates can be used o 
horizontal surfaces - any 

soBa.mefd ( u e d y  d W m 1 i n  ~ .. 

meate @&e$.bm&d,.e&:). 4 . -3 
e ~ ~ j & e  .-:.,,:<: .&her we '4f zp!t@ latrai- 
:::@te is a&& ;F this layer ~f 
:$&al bonded to a traditional ~ . :;& md rm b a c w .  mese 

come in a d e  assortment of pat. , 
terns'and textures. For more on 
nbfahhg metal l;rmina.@ see 



re are probably at least a The first time I used the Shapton fired in an oven. The result is a 
zen diierent ways to ceramic stones, I was amazed at dense, hard stone that cuts quickly. 

sharpen woodworking tools. And how fast they c u t  You can actually The other bi bene8t of using 
most of them will give you reason- feel the stone biting into the metal Shapton stones is that they don't 
ably good results. But no matterhow as you start sharpening. wear away as fast as waterstones. So 
sharp I manage to get an edge, I'm Ceramic Abrasive -The secret you don't have to re-surface your 
always looking for away to make it a behind the Shapton stones is in the Shapton stones as often to keep 
little bit sharper, and do it in less way they are manufactured. To them flat (More on that later.) 
time. That's why I was so curious begin with, they're made with a bard Grits - Shapton stones are a d -  
when Ilirstheard about a"new" type ceramic abrasive. The abrasive parti- able in a range of ten different grits, 
of sharpening stone. cles are suspended in a special starting at 120 and going up to 

The stones I'm talking about are bider. Then the stones are formed 30,000 (the different grit designa- 
called S h p h  stones, and they're under pressure, rather than being tions are comparable to those used 
creating a real sensation among 
woodworkers who have tried them. 
Shapton stones were originally devel- 

'OQO- oped inJapan abouttwenty years agc gilt for sharpening cooking knives I 
Eventually, they caught on with car- 
penters and woodworkers. But it's 4 

only in the lastyear or so that they've 
become available in this country. 

Shapton stones are sold as 
' 

"ceramic whetstones." At 6rst 
glance, they don't look a whole lot 
different than the waterstones that 
I've used in the past But they are. 
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with waterstnnes). Each grit comes 
in a different color to help with iden- 
tificahon. But you certainly don't . 
need all ten grits. 

For most sharpening jobs, I h d  
that I really only need three stones 
- the 1000, 5000, and 800Cgrit 
stones. The 1000grit stone works 
great to quickly shape the edge of 
the tool and remove any small nicks. 
Then I move on to the 500Cgrit 
stone to hone the edge until it's 
sharp. For plane irons, I like to go 
one step further and finish up with 
the 8000grit stone for the ultimate 
edge. Planes genedy  take thinner 
shavings than chisels, so they need 
to be razor sharp.) 

Using the Stones - Aside from 
how fast they cut, sharpening with 
the Shapton stones is really not 
much different than sharpening on 
waterstones. But because the 
Shapton stones are less porous than 
waterstones, you don't nee ' A oak 

them before using them. Just a quick 
spritz of water on the surface of the 
stone and you are ready to go. 

And since Shapton stones are 
denser and harder, you don't have to 
press the tool down as hard on the 
surface of the stone when you are 
sharpening. In fact, I found that I got 
better results when I used a lighter 
touch and let the stone do the work. 

Packaging - It might sound like a 
small matter, but one other thimg I 
really like about the Shapton stones 
is the packaging. Each stone comes 
in a plastic case which doubles as a 
base for holding the stone, see main 
photo on opposite page. (A paper 
towel helps to anchor the stone.) 

The cases have vents that allow 
the stones to dry out when you're 
done sharpening. And an inter- 
locking design allows you to stack 
the cases up for storage. 

Flattening -If you've used water- 
stones before, you know that they 

In addition to the shamening I 

tend to "dish our  rather quickly In 
other words, they develop hollow 
spots from r n b b i i  the tool back and 
forth across the surface of the stone. , 

Although Shapton ceramic stones 
don't dish out nearly as fast as water- 
stones, they still need to be flattened 
periodically. You can do this using 
silicon carbide sandpaper on a flat 
surface (like a piece of plate glass). 
But I had better results when I 
used a special lapping plate that is 
sold specilically for use with the 
Shapton stones (see box below). 

Cost - By this point you're prob 
ably wondering how much it w i  cost 
to be on the "cutling edge" of sharp 
ening. I purchased a set of three 
stones (1000,5000, and 8000grit) for 
$200, which really isn't a whole lot 
more than you might pay for a good 
set of waterstones. Or you can pur- 
chase the stones individually for $50 
to $95, depending on the grit. For 
sources, see " 'ox at right ' 

To& ror working woad 
toolsfo~wo~kingwood~~m 

800-426-4613 
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Hardwood m 
C '-..~. T<%.. 

#A,;& .. -< 
Lumber 

, . . i. . .. : . . -leg- . ~ ?)I 
4" Same board, different prices I?'.; ,., .: ":*?-* , -.~ =:?%:-. 

$$? :' ~ 

_ - *  
7 S(o'pP1aned. Skip-planed or ti?: 

and-miss, lumber has some of the 
roughness planed away allowing 

you to see the color and . . * 
grain of the board. 

7 SZS. Planing a board on both 
sides (surfaced lwo s ides S2S) adds 

to the expense. But at this point, 
you'll see exactly what 

you're buying 

7 535. Ripping one of the rough 
edges straight only adds a little extra 

,, cost - but it'll leave you with a 

2 :  .. * good reference edge for 
'* 

st' , cutting to width. 

t - . .  7 S'S. Lumber that's been planed 
:?LC : 

on both faces and had both edges 
~tr2;qhtened is readv to use b u t  

it's also the most expensive 
way to go. 

''u My fiend and I were comparing 
our latest lumber purchases and I 
noticed that Ipaid a lot more@ mine 
than he did. Why would the grice of 
lumber vary so much? 

Ben Nelson 
West Des Moines, Iowa 

B uying hardwood lumbu can be a 
confusing and sometimes expen- 

sive task. Unlike softwood lumber, 
which comes in standard sizes and 
lengths (we're all M a r  with 1x4, 
2x12, etc.), hardwood lumber is less 
"standard." The sizes, 'look," and 
cost can vary considerably. 

Rough-Sawn - The reason for 
this is simple. Instead of cutting 
hardwoods into standard lengths 
and widths (although some is, but 
more on that later), it's "rough-sawn" 
to maximize the yield. There are 
some standard thicknesses like 4/4 
(1'9 and 884 (Z"), but the widths and 
lengths will vary. 

A typical rough-sawn board is 
shown in the top photo at left This is 
the least expensive way to buy hard- 
wood. The "downside" is you'll have 
to plane and joint the lumber before 
you can work with i t  But there is a 
benefit -you control the h a 1  result. 
So if there's any twist or cup in your 
lumber, you have the extra thickness 
and width to "true it up." 

Skip-Planed - As you can see 
in the second photo from the top, 
a little more effort has gone into 
this board by "skip-planing" the 
rough-sawn lumber. 

This lumber is also referred to as 
hit-and-miss since it has planed areas 
(the hits) mixed in with the rough 
areas. Smce the planed areas allow 
you to see the grain and color, you 
get a better idea of what you're 
buying for only a little extra cost 

S2S - But skipplaned lumber is 
less common than lumber that's 
been planed smooth on both sides, 
as in the center photo at left. 

This surfaced two sides, or S2S, 
lumber is pretty typical of most hard- 
wood or exotic lumber you might 
buy at a woodworldng store. What 
started out as 4/4 rough lumber 
ends up as a board that's anywhere 
from 13/1s" to 3/4" thick. Here again, 
surfacing both faces adds to the cost 

Whiie S2S lumber looks nice and 
can save some effort, it doesn't leave 
you much to work with if a board 
happens to cup or twist after you get 
it to your shop. 

S3S & S4S - Ripping a straight 
edge along a board that's been 
planed on both surfaces results in 
S3S lumber. (At this point you've 

a 
probably figured out that the 
number refers to how many of the 
surfaces are smoothed or straight.) 

While this doesn't add a lot of cost 
(often only a dime a board foot), it 
does give you a good reference edge 
for making any additional rip cuts. 

The dnal step is to clean up the 
last rough edge and turn S3S into 
S4S - lumber thats been surfaced 
on both faces and ripped stmight 
along both edges. 

As you'd expect, you're paying 
more for the time and effort invoked 
to get "perfed" 1umber.The premium 
boards in home improvement centers 
are sometimes even sbrink-wrapped 
in convenient, ready-@use sizes. 

What to Buy - As you can see, 
the way you buy hardwood lumber 
(and how much you pay) is really up 
to you - save money by putting in a 
little "sweat equity," or pay a little 
extra and let someone else do i t  
Either way, now you know exactly 

a 
what you're paying for. & 
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Sources 
Heavy-Duty Gear Box Hardware 

- 

Similar project 
supplies may be 

ordered from 
the followino " ~~~~~ ~" 
companies: 

Rockler - - 
800-279-4441 

Although you can go to box at Reid Tool Supply. the lid stays, we used part I found the spacers for www.mckler.com 

the local hardware store or The handle part number is number 23739. the drawer pulls at a local Hinges, tid a@ 
home center to 6nd han- NSH-10 and the latches AluminumAngle-You hardware store. But you Reid TOOI 

800-253-0421 dles, hinges, and the other are NSH-230. You'll need can cut all the aluminum can alm order them from waw.reidtool,mm 
supplies you'll need for the two of each. parts out of one 8'-long McMasterCarr. The part Handles, Latches, 
gear box on page 16, you Hinges & Lid Stay - piece of ll/P x ll/z" alu- number to ask for is R b k b A g l e d f i  

can locate the exact hard- Both the hinges and stays minum angle ?/8" thick). 92510A315. McFeelgs 

ware by using the sources that allow the lid to open Ks available at most hard- Finally, the rare-earth 800-443-7937 
m.mdeelys .can 

listed in the margin. and close smoothly were ware stores and home cen- magnets (99K31.03), cups COUmnkBits, 

Handles & Latches - orderedfrom Rockler. ters. But if you're having (99K32.53), and washers ~ ~ k ~ i t ~ ~ h ,  

We ordered the handles The part number for trouble locating it, give (99K32.63) were ordered ~ c r e z u ~ e r n w e r , ~ ~  

and latches for the gear the h i e s  is 90126. For McMaster-Car a call. kom Lee Vallq. awledfi~ 

Duluth Trading Co. 

Drilling & Driving Screws Metal Laminates W W W . ~ ~ U ~ P ~ ~ . ~ O ~  800-505-8888 
M W  Bit Holdos, 

m For help in drilling and locally, they're available If you've ever used The nice thing is you'll ~crnu~emovers  

driving screws (page 14), from a number of sources plastic laminate to dress 6nd you can install metal b Valley 

check out the information listed in the margin. 800-871-8158 up a project, you might laminates just like stan- m,leeMUey,mm 

below and the sources in Accessories - A  set of want to take a look at dard plastic laminate by Co?LwunkWass wmhers, 
screw removers is a must- metal laminates, as men- using contact adhesive. R W - E ~ ~ W L M ~ ~ ~ B ~ ~ ,  cwp, 

a t h " c z z ~ 2 ~ i t s  - A have item. And magnetic tioned on page 31. Fcrmica C q w a t b n  & Weshers 
number of woodworking bit holders always come in Some metal laminates (wwwfonicacom) car- Wadsmith store 

stores and mail-xder cata- handy. Youll h d  both are actually just thin ries both typesoflaminate. 800-835-5084 
Countemink Bits, logscarry the Fullercoun- accessories available at sheets of metal that come You can reach them at 

RbkbhledDrive, 
tersink bits (or other Duluth Trading Co. and in different colors and sur- 1-800367-6422. Wikonart m m  R&8 
brands) with either tapered McFeelys, as well as a few face treatments. Other (wwwwilsonartcom) also McMmta-~arr  

or straight drill bits. other sources. metal laminates are actual carries the paper and resin- 630-833-0300 
Right-Angled Drive - the countersunk thin layers of metal backed metal laminates. ~ u ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  

Aright-angled drive attach- brass washers are avail- bonded to a typical paper Visit www,wilsooart.comto RbM-Angledfi 

ment is often the onlyway able in three dierent and resin backing. Note: see what they have avail- W o o d d  
to drill or drive in a tight sizes (for #6, #8, or #10 These are best used only able. Or give them a call at 800-225-1153 

area. If you can't dnd one screws) from Lee Valley. onvertical surfaces. 1-8C@4333222& www.wood&mm 
CW&Sink Bit6 

Tool Crib 
800-635-5140 

w w w . ~ n . m m / t w h i  
COUmtmSi* &, 
mm Rmtaz 

back issues or a hardware kit from 
ProjectSupplies, please use our toll-free 

1-800-347-5 105 
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4 
L- Cutting Diagram 

Gear Box 
Lid & Cow 
A FmUBack(2) 
B Sides (2) 
C Divider (1) 
D spacer3 (4) 
E Drawer Fiiiem (2) 
F Tray Runnala (2) 
G Lid Top/Bottorn (2) 
H Foot b d s ( 4 )  
I Lid Liner ( I )  
J Lid StDp 

15'/sx'/ax28-%Ptv. 
15'1~ x 13'/z - % Ply. 
13'/2 x 27% - % Ply. 
%x3-%Ply. 
3x13-%Ply. 
9/4~27-%Ply. 
14'/z x Z8'/z - %Ply. 
1% x f/z -'/.Ply 
1 3 x 2 7 - % m .  
3 x 8 2  (gh.) -%Ply. 

Drawer Assembly 
K FronffBack (2) 2s/e~2Y/1e-%Pb 
L Sides (2) x 13'/2 - % Piy 
M Bottom (1) 13 X 24n/6 - % Pb. 

Tray Assembb, 
N Ends (2) 3 1115/15 - % ply. 
0 Sides [2) 3 x l 6 - % Q .  
P Bottom (1) 11% x 15'12 - '/4 Ply. 

60. x 60. - M" PLYWOOD 

I I 
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